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"Magic and I have a complicated relationship. I can&apos;t live without it, but it&apos;s bound and

determined to be the death of me."This is the boxed set of the first three books in the  Top 100

Bestselling Baine Chronicles Series by New York Times Bestselling Author Jasmine Walt. The

Baine Chronicles have been compared to books by Ilona Andrews, Patricia Briggs, Karen Marie

Moning, and more! You&apos;re sure to enjoy this series if you like spunky heroines, kick-ass fight

scenes, wild new worlds and sizzling, slow-building romance.Book One: Burned by Magic:In the city

of Solantha, mages rule absolute, with shifters considered second-class citizens and humans

something in between. No one outside the mage families are allowed to have magic, and anyone

born with it must agree to have it stripped from them to avoid execution.Sunaya Baine, a

shifter-mage hybrid, has managed to keep her unruly magic under wraps for the last twenty-four

years. But while chasing down a shifter-hunting serial killer, she accidentally loses control of her

magic in front of witnesses, drawing the attention of the dangerous and enigmatic Chief

Mage.Locked up in the Chief Mage&apos;s castle and reduced to little more than a lab rat, Sunaya

resists his attempts to analyze and control her at every turn. But she soon realizes that to regain her

freedom and catch the killer, she must overcome her hatred of mages and win the most powerful

mage of all to her side.Book Two: Bound by MagicWith the silver murders solved and her training as

a mage underway, Sunaya figured her life would get easier. But between the Chief Mage&apos;s

packed schedule and the grunt work demanded of her as an apprentice mage, magic lessons are

few and far between. Worse, her apprenticeship leaves little time for her job as an Enforcer, and

without bounties Sunaya&apos;s money pouch is drying up -- fast.But when Shiftertown Inspector

Boon Lakin asks for Sunaya&apos;s help digging deeper into the murder of a fellow Enforcer,

Sunaya has no trouble making room in her life to help him, even if it means incurring the Chief

Mage&apos;s wrath. The trail leads them to a series of crimes victimising shifters for the

entertainment of vicious humans. Sunaya and her friends race to identify the perpetrators and free

the survivors, and the stakes are heightened when she discovers one of the victims has a

connection to her. But if Sunaya is not careful, she may end up a very dead shifter herself...Book

Three: Hunted by MagicWith the sudden disappearance of Iannis, the Chief Mage, Solantha has

erupted into pandemonium. Citizens are rioting in the streets, the Mages Guild is on a misguided

warpath, and shifters and humans are fleeing the city in droves.Ridden with guilt, Sunaya defies the

Mages Guild and goes off in search of Iannis, trekking into dangerous, uncivilized territory to try and

make things right. But Sunaya&apos;s relationship with Iannis isn&apos;t the only thing at stake -- if

she doesn&apos;t find him soon, the Resistance might just succeed in plunging the Northia



Federation into a devastating and bloody civil war.Additional books continuing the series and not

included in this set:Marked by Magic (book 4)Betrayed by Magic (book 5 - coming soon!)Future

titles yet to be announced
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Jasmine Walt continues to weave a wonderfully simmering seduction with a fast paced plot in

Hunted by Magic. If you havenâ€™t read her first two books in this series, do yourself a favor, and

start with the first one, Burned by Magic. The stories build on each other, so reading each book in

order helps to make sense of the charactersâ€™ motivations and roles.Waltâ€™s world building of

mages, shifters, and humans is simultaneously dark, seductive, reverent, and sometimes funny.

The stories are written from the point of view of the heroine, who is likeable and believable with her

kick-ass personality, flaws, and sense of loyalty to her friends. The hero is a dangerous, seductive,

and intelligent alpha male, without the caveman-esque features of some in this type of genre. This

makes him deliciously enticing in my opinion. You wonâ€™t find insta-lust/love in these characters.

Their relationship builds along with all the secondary characters.The authorâ€™s fight scenes are

well done, and are a testimony to Waltâ€™s martial arts training â€“ bringing an authenticity to the



action. While she certainly doesnâ€™t pull any punches, she isnâ€™t gratuitously graphic with the

violence either. Whatever violence employed is important to the plot. Also, just when I thought I had

the storyline all figured out, Walt surprised me with some great plot twists.Thankfully, there is no

cliffhanger in this novel, but Walt has clearly set the stage for the next book in the series. I know

Iâ€™m hooked, and eagerly await more stories from her. If you love the authors Jeaniene Frost,

Ilona Andrews, Chloe Neill, Patricia Briggs, Lesa Shearin, and Darynda Jones, you owe it to

yourself to add Jasmine Walt to your reading list.

I have been a fan of this series from the very beginning when I came across the pre-order sale of

Burned by Magic by accident on  at the end of last year. Ms. Walt draws you in from the first chapter

of the first book with a well-drawn protagonist, Sunaya, who is a wonderful, strong female character.

Adding in an excellent romantic lead, Iannis is a cool, complex character who depths are explored in

each book, and he is a great foil for Sunaya. There is a slow-burn type of build-up, which makes

their inevitable romance so much sweeter. They make a truly wonderful couple you will come to

love. Add in an intriguing and action-packed plot with great side characters to make a well-rounded

cast of characters and your eyes will be glued to the pages of each book in the series, not wanting

to leave the world introduced by the author. But don't take my word for it. Get this box set and see

for yourself what many, many other readers already know: this is a highly entertaining and great

series. Highly recommend!

Finally, a series that starts off with promising character development involving adults (I'm sick to

death of teenage dramas occurring in 20-something year old main characters!) that really does

deliver the goods! Jasmine Walt's series reminds me of Patricia Briggs a lot: a main plot but

mini-plots to add interest....Magic, shifters, mystery, tension. The first in the series builds a nice plot

filled with really interesting characters and a very rich world that is refreshing to imagine. I think our

main character, Sunaya, is going to grow in this series, and in this boxed set, you will really see her

shining heart of gold (don't let the tough exterior fool you!). Lots of life-altering changes for her. I

love her character, I and think she's endearing, smart, and sassy. Fearless yet vulnerable. She's

young, but not too young. I love the sexual tension that is also taking place behind the scenes as we

go though each installment. I enjoy the pacing, the writing was spot on. No cheesy scenes,

expression, or idioms. Just good old-fashioned reading! Each book gets better and better, and the

story and characters keep you wanting more. I definitely recommend this series. I can't wait for

more and more!! Excellent read!



I loved reading Hunted by Magic. As soon as I started reading I was pulled into Sunaya's world.

Sunaya is a Jaguar shifter and Mage (a person that can use magic)and when the Chief Mage Iannis

and his assistants go missing Sunaya and some friends go on a rescue mission.I found this book to

have a few surprises and turns... but on the true meaning of excitement and it kept me wanting for

more.I received this copy to read for my honest review... and I also bought the book to support the

AuthorI give Hunted by Magic a super star rating... I loved it and can't wait to read what happens

next...Jasmine Walt is an awesome amazing writer... I love how she creates her characters in this

series...

When you've got talent, you share it... And Jasmine Walt has got the talent. This is by far my

favorite read this entire year. This is a fun way to read, the box set. You get to read so much in one

sitting, for those of us who waited for each book, let me tell you it was still worth it.Jasmine's ability

to draw you into the magical world of Mages, Shifters, Witches and Humans is fan-freaking-tastic. If

you want a good read, a fun story that keeps you glued, this is the read for you.
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